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About This Game

Based on the classic arcade racing style and console kart racers, this Fast Paced racer brings you into the track in virtual reality.
With both utility and sport vehicles, Gumball Drift takes you on a tour of the world. Racing both on and off road, gain powerful

pickups and added awards while you hold the lead and leave your opponents in the dust!

Gumball Rally is an arcade racer that takes you back to the fast paced action of top down cart racing, now in virtual realty! Take
to the track with a God like perspective, with complete control of your racing vehicle with a joystick controller.

Avoid contact with the other racers to keep your car in one piece, or else you might find yourself in a fiery wreck. Use helpful
power ups found around the track, like car repair packs, protective force fields, and even speed boosting nitro. But watch out,

your opponents can use those pickups as well, and might fight you for them.

Race either by yourself against some competitive AI, or with friends via online multiplayer in a virtual reality race room, where
you can talk smack and watch the other drivers in a remote racing league.
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For those brave enough to join the battle with the Oculus Rift or at Room Scale with the HTC Vive, a VR version of the game
will put you directly in the race as you experience remote miniature car racing. Complete VR immersion can be experienced

with in-game VR menus, HUDS, stats, controls and gauges.
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Title: Gumball Drift
Genre: Action, Racing, Sports
Developer:
Ghost Machine
Publisher:
Ghost Machine
Release Date: 5 Apr, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP , Windows Vista, Windows 7, 8 (32 or 64 bit versions, optimized for 64 bit and multicore processors )

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo 1.8Ghz or AMD Athlon X2 2.4 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce 8800GT and higher ; ATI radeon HD 3850 and higher

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: integrated or higher

Additional Notes: 2x USB 3.0 ports, Mouse & keyboard, Microsoft Xbox 360® Controller for Windows® or equivalent

English
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Not that good, could be a lot better if the controls were actually functional.

5\/10. Like it so far.. The game works good, U will have fun.

After some minutes ok U will be tired but Ok.

Its not an Original game, and why I need use Mouse on Menus? I cant use Keyboard/Controller on menu, not work.

My rate is 7.5 / 10
. The Shadowrun universe has always intrigued me. I was very enthuastic about Shadowrun Chronicles. But my happiness is
short-lived. The devs of this game have great concept and ample time but I am very sorry to say the implementation is pretty
mediocre.
Cons:
1) Combat encounters is one-dimensional and boring
2) Gun and gear avilability is short
3) Weird disconnection error while having constant network connectivity
4) Very small amount of RPG Elements
5) No conversation options
6) Skill/class system is not coherent.

Pros:
1) Good Concept
2) Good Story
3) Customization Options
4) Good Visuals for Gear and Guns

I plead to the devs please enhance and improve this game to reach its true potential if you can and please make sure there is no
server issues. This is a game you did not love but still cannot put down.. I extremely enjoyed the game. I also wish best for the
team as they need lots of players to lure into this gem. Yes, multiplayer is mostly dead because of lack of players. I play this
mostly with my close friends. Matchmaking is good and fast.. not worth it
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even for free i wouldnt recommend it
its so buggy

its a tropical island rendered in nintendo64/playstation1 graphics
all you can do is teleport around and glitch through walls, towers, rocks, the water etc
oh and collect shells, you can collect shells... and apples... for what? who knows!. If i review quickly sometimes i recommend
expecting more content and this is one of those games if you get it on sale or really cheap go for it. But it's been 2 years and no
updates i mean they really could have added more to it by now or something.. This game is unplayable. Not because its in early
access (directly), but because there is no tips or tutorial for the coding language. It tells you how to build, then just throws you
in. No help was given for the coding.. The Best Indiana Jones game ever to be released in my opinion and thats saying something
as its now 15th January 2019. Yes their are a few animation troubles and graphic glitches but it still runs fine today considering
it was released in 2003. For those who are wondering i'm running it on Windows 10 Pro x64, with Ryzen 7 1700 OC@4Ghz, 16
Gigs Corsair Vengeance DDR4 3200Mhz , Gigabyte GTX1070 G1 Graphics card and X370-F MB and i be having no problems.
Just Dont Alt-Tab back to the desktop or it crashes. Love the Game,.. one word: masterpiece
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